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How can we secure the sustainability of the cultural sector while also respecting the 

sustainability of the planet? 

Which practices are still needed while we talk about innovation and development? 

What can approaches like the one of degrowth bring to this discourse? 

I.   In the ruins of progress

II.  Degrowth and the arts

III. Changing pace 



I. In the ruins of progress

Superflux, Refuge for Resurgence (Window View), 2021
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“In a global state of precarity, we don’t have 
choices other than looking for life in this 
ruin.”

  



                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                 



“Modernity naturalized concepts of finance, 
progress and growth imposed on the ways 
community, survival and of course life have 
long been understood.”

María Belén Sáez de Ibarra, “Cosmopolitics 
of the Living”, 2019



“The idea of ontological politics needs the 

transformative magic of tales, rituals, modes of 

palaver, ways of thinking- feeling with, which 

reworld our ruins and open them to partial 

connections with other worlds. This is also the 

only legacy we can leave to the next generation, 

what can perhaps help them make a difference 

between living”in 

Isabelle Stengers, “Ontological Politics”, 2018 

ruins and just su 20rviving.



II. Degrowth and the arts

Disnovation, Shadow Growth, 2021



“It is not so much growth that must be 
attacked as the illusion which it sustains, 
the dynamic of ever-growing and ever-
frustrated needs on which is based, and the 
competition which it institutionalizes by 
inciting each individual to seek to rise 
above all others”.

André Gorz, Ecology as Politics 
(first published as Ecologie et Politique, 1975)





“This is an invitation for curators operating in distinct geographies but within an 
intertwined geopolitical reality  to slow down their ways of working and being, to imagine 
new ecologies of care as a continuous practice of support, and to listen with attention to 

feelings that arise from encounters with objects and subjects.“

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez, For Slow Institutions, e-flux #85 , 2017  





III. Changing pace

Kris De Decker, Bike Generator
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Forest Curriculum







Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology





“The word ecology has its etymological roots in ‘oikos’, meaning ‘home’. In language, as 
well, we are sometimes home and sometimes lost. The question, then, remains whether 
we might be able to reconstruct new im/possible homes, new liveable ecologies for an 

uncertain future through and with language, narration, speculation.”

Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology, Always coming home project



Embracing degrowth is “an invitation to go on the inevitably long journey of the 
decolonisation of our growth imaginaries, moving from cultural awareness to a systemic 

and material transformation changing our everyday practice”

Vincent Liegey and Anita Nelson, Exploring Degrowth, 2020


